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ABSTRACT: Financial fraud is a highly growing threat with far reaching consequences in the finance industry. The 

high dependence on internet technology has shown an increase in number of online credit card transactions. As credit 

card transactions become the most prevailing mode of payment for both online and offline transaction, credit card fraud 

rate also accelerates. Detecting fraudulent transactions using traditional methods of manual detection is time consuming 

and inefficient, thus the advent of Machine Learning methods like Logistic regression is used. Machine Learning 

algorithms has been applied for identifying fraudulent transactions. Logistic regression is one among the several 

machine algorithms reported in literature and the same has been employed for various applications such as predicting 

fault-prone code across software projects, predicting fault proneness in software models using three different logistic 

regression models etc. Another major key area that we address in our project is real-time credit card fraud detection. 

For this, we take the use the analytics done by the implemented machine learning model and an Authenticator App to 

decide if a particular transaction is genuine or fraudulent. It is the application based on two-factor Authentication that 

helps for identifying user identity and the confirmation on what a user claims to be and whether he actually is. The 

Authenticator App uses the Firebase Database to store the user’s data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Credit Card is a small plastic card issued to users as a system of payment. It allows its cardholder to buy goods and 

services. A rapid growth in the number of credit card transactions has led to a substantial rise in fraudulent activities. 

Credit Card Fraudsters employ a large number of techniques to commit fraud. The research presented in this paper 

presents a machine learning approach to the credit card fraud detection. We apply a logistic regression based algorithm 

to training and testing the model. For our initial experiments we used a dataset consisting of 10,00,000 lakhs of 

transaction data which uses 6 fields such as mode of payment, cash-in, cash-out, debit, transfer. The logistic regression 

method is an effective supervised learning algorithm that can be applied for multiple classification tasks. 

The intention of this study is to detect the exact fraud of the credit card transaction and to differentiate anomalous from 

legitimate transactions. With this, various learning algorithms like logistic regression will be evaluated by measuring 

their effectiveness in predicting the correct classification of the input dataset. 

 

Paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the various machine techniques available and the existing system in 

credit card fraud detection. Section III describes how the model works and how the authenticator code can be generated. 

Section IV presents the experimental results of performing fraud detection using the dataset. Finally, Section V presents 

the conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Credit card fraud detection is the process of identifying those transactions that are fraudulent into two  classes of 

genuine and fraudulent transactions [1]. Credit card fraud detection is based on analysis of a card’s spending 

behaviour. Many techniques have been applied to credit card fraud detection but a comparative analysis of logistic 

regression and naive bayes is carried out in [2]. The paper [3] evaluates two advanced data mining approaches, support 

vector machines and random forests, together with logistic regression, as part of an attempt to better detect credit card 

fraud while neural network and logistic regression is applied on credit card fraud detection problem [4]. A number of 

challenges are associated with credit card detection, namely fraudulent behaviour profile are dynamic, that is fraudulent 

transactions tend to look like legitimate ones; credit card transaction datasets are rarely available and highly skewed. [5] 
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A two-step logistic regression (LR) based algorithm is proposed in this study for identifying the fraudulent transactions. 

A set of fraudulent transactions is first generated in step 1, followed by a second round of LR-based algorithm 

conducted on this smaller dataset for identifying the valid and non valid ones.[6] Logistic regression is a probabilistic 

linear classifier, parameterized by a weight matrix w and a bias b. It enables the system to estimate categorical results 

with the help of a group of independent variables. The classifier equation for logistic regression model is given as  

 

                                 y = sgn ( wT x + b)      (1)   

 

where y is an element of {-1,1} denoting the output class recognized for the input x fed to the system.[7]  

 

The work in this paper is divided in two stages. 1) Model training using Logistic Regression 2) Authentication Code 

Generation using Unix Time Stamp. Machine learning model training and testing is done by using the LR(Logistic 

Regression). Thereafter, it is load and dumped in a pickle file. Then, creating the web application. For the secret code 

generation an Android Application is created. Finally, if the model detect the transaction as a fraudulent one, an 

authenticator code is generated in the app(by the use of the unix time stamp. After entering the code, the user have to 

confirm whether it is by them or not. If  the user verifies, the transaction will be successful. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The first approach in the proposed system was to collect the necessary datasets for the purpose of training and testing 

the model by using logistic regression. Developed the model using Python, where we have imported the necessary 

downloaded packages and modules. Thereby successfully trained the model. 

 

In the proposed system, the Authentication App and the Web application gives an extra layer of security for the users 

account. It is done by enabling 2-Factor Authentication.(2FA). The code can be entered manually and as a result, the 

Android Application will generate the secret code. The main difference is in expiry time: the OTP is valid until it hasn’t 

been used or some predetermined period of time - usually 30 or 60 seconds. For this algorithm , time is also important 

as if the time on your phone is incorrect generated code will be different and you won’t get an access to your 

account(Hence considering the Unix Time Stamp). The authenticator code improves the existing system's pitfall and 

preserves its essential features thus making the system more efficient and secure. To store the customer details, there 

should be a Firebase database. 

 

 If a person opens the app for the first time, then he/she should register into the app by submitting his details and then 

the corresponding details is stored in the Firebase authentication and Real-Time database and he gets registered. If the 

person already has an account, then he/she can login to the app by using their login-id and password.  

 

When the person uses their card, our Web Application (which runs on Flask using an HTML template) which is also 

connected to the Firebase database , asks for email-id and password and verify the user. After verifying, it redirects to 

another page where the user needs to enter a number of six fields which are mode of payment, destination id, old 

balance, amount, new balance, receiver id. This page is connected to our machine learning model. After submitting the 

details the model will run and a fraud probability is calculated. If the transaction is found out as a fraudulent  it shows a 

label of 1 else if it is valid it shows a label of  0. 

 

If it shows the transaction as a fraudulent one, then an authenticator code will be generated on the app and the user 

needs to enter that secret code on to the next web page and submit it. Then the user needs to enter the secret code in 

perfect  and then he can continue with his transaction otherwise it is identified as a fraudulent one and the transaction 

will be cancelled. 
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Fig. 1  (a) Flowchart of the Android Application.  (b) Working of the whole proposed system. 

 

 
 

 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Figures show the result of Credit Card Fraud detection using dataset which consists of 10,00,000 lakhs transactions. 

 Fig. 2.Authenticator Application a) shows the registration phase in the app. If the person opens the app for the first 

time, his data needs to be collected and stored in the database. Fig b) shows the login phase which corresponds to a 

customer who is about to make the transaction. Fig c) shows the secret code generated .  

 

V.  

 

Fig. 3. Web application (a) Login page where the user needs to enter his email-id and password (b) The page where 

the details need to be entered and the machine learning model runs after its submission. (c) The web page where the 

user needs to enter the secret code, if the transaction detected as a fraudulent one. Fig d) shows the page which will be 

displayed to the customer upon successful transaction. 

Fig. 3. Web application (a) Login page (b) Details need to be submitted. (c) If fraudulent ,the user needs to enter the secret code. d) page  displayed  

to the customer upon successful transaction. 

 

 

   
 

 

   
 

  

The results after performing the fraud detection on the dataset are found correct and accurate. 

        (a)                                                         (b)                                                        (c) 

               a)                                                                      (b)                                                                        (c) 

                                   (d)                                                    

(a)                                                                                      (b) 
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VI. CONCLUSION  

 

We have implemented a Credit Card Fraud Detection System using Machine Learning. Our LR algorithm 

successfully detects the fraudulent transactions from the datasets which consists of mixed datas (fraud and valid). We 

have applied our algorithm on different values and found that it successfully detected the fraudulent one. The use of 

Logistic Regression(LR) in the model has helped us achieve greater efficiency. With the introduction of the Android 

App we provided an extra layer of security in the transaction by implementing the 2-Factor Authentication. 
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